
 

 

 

 

  

 

 

                           

MEETING AGENDA 

MEETING OF THE  
HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION 

Wednesday, November 7, 2018 
6:30 P.M. 

MEMORIAL HALL – MEMORIAL BUILDING 
(Tentative & Subject to Change) 

 
 
1. CALL TO ORDER 

 
2. ROLL CALL 

 
3. PUBLIC COMMENT 

 
4. MINUTES – Review and approval of the minutes from the October 3, 2018, meeting. 

 
5. SIGNAGE IN THE HISTORIC DOWNTOWN DISTRICT 

a)   Case A-44-2018 – 30 E. Hinsdale Ave. – Yankee Peddler – Awning Sign 
b)  Case A-46-2018 – 16 E. First Street – Mucci Di Firenze – Wall Sign 
c) Case A-48-2018 – 45 S. Washington Street – Lepa Boutique & Décor – Wall Sign 
 

6. PUBLIC HEARING – CERTIFICATE OF APPROPRIATENESS  
a)   Case HPC-07-2018 (Continued from 10.03.18 HPC meeting) – 736 S. Park Street - 

Request for Certificate of Appropriateness to demolish and construct a new home in 
the Robbins Park Historic District.  

 
7. DISCUSSION 
 a)  Memorial Hall 90th Anniversary Celebration  

 
8.   ADJOURNMENT 

 
The Village of Hinsdale is subject to the requirements of the Americans with Disabilities 
Act of 1990.  Individuals with disabilities who plan to attend any meetings and who 
require certain accommodations in order to allow them to observe and/or participate in 
these meetings, or who have questions regarding accessibility of the meetings or the 
facilities, are requested to contact Darrell Langlois, ADA Coordinator at 630.789-7014 or 
by TDD at 789-7022 promptly to allow the Village of Hinsdale to make reasonable 
accommodations for those persons.  website:  www.villageofhinsdale.org 
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MINUTES 

VILLAGE OF HINSDALE 

HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION 

October 3, 2018  

Memorial Hall – Memorial Building, 19 East Chicago Avenue, Hinsdale 

6:30 P.M. 

             

Chairman Bohnen called the meeting of the Historic Preservation Commission (HPC) to 

order at 6:30 p.m. on October 3, 2018, in Memorial Hall in the Memorial Building, 19 East 

Chicago Avenue, Hinsdale IL. 

 

Present:   Chairman Bohnen, Commissioner Prisby, Commissioner Gonzalez, 

Commissioner Weinberger, Commissioner D’Arco, and Commissioner 

Williams (Commissioner Haarlow attended later, did not vote on 

minutes or public hearing item) 

Absent:     

Also Present: Chan Yu, Village Planner  

 Applicant for case: HPC-07-2018 

 

 

Minutes 

Chairman Bohnen introduced the minutes from the September 5, 2018, meeting and asked 

for any comments.  

 

With no comments, the HPC unanimously approved, 6-0 (1 absent) the minutes from 

the September 5, 2018, meeting.   

 

 

Public Hearing 

Case HPC-07-2018 – 736 S. Park St. - Request for Certificate of Appropriateness to 

demolish and construct a new home in the Robbins Park Historic District 

 

Please refer to Attachment 1, for the transcript for Public Hearing Case HPC-07-

2018  
 

The applicant, represented by Patrick Fortelka (architect, Moment Design) presented the 

proposed plans of the new home, and described the existing home of 736 S. Park Street. He 

reviewed that the existing Tudor styled home has fallen into a state of disrepair, and in his 

opinion, doesn’t have a case to be saved. The new home would be approximately 5,500 SF 

with an European inspired exterior, featuring stucco cladding, cut limestone detail, slate 

roof, and copper accents.  

 

Chairman Bohnen asked for comments by the HPC. 

 

Commissioner Prisby asked what was wrong with the existing house. 

 

Approved 



The applicant responded it is beyond repair, been flooded a few times, and simply falling 

apart. 

 

Chairman Bohnen expressed that he agreed with the poor condition of the existing home. 

 

Commissioner Prisby asked if there is any historic significance to the house. 

 

Commissioner Williams responded none that she is aware of. 

 

Commissioner D’Arco asked if the use of stucco is demand driven, or a cost effective way of 

building. 

 

Chairman Bohnen stated that he was not aware of any concerns with real stucco. 

 

Commissioner Gonzalez asked if the proposed material is efis.  

 

The applicant responded it is real concrete based stucco. He mentioned that they are seeing 

more demand for this and less stone, perhaps for a lighter color context.  

 

Chairman Bohnen added it is a natural material, a great insulating material and supports 

it.  

 

Commissioner Prisby said that he’s seen more of it come through the office too. 

 

Chairman Bohnen asked about the floor to ceiling windows, and the origins of that design. 

 

The applicant responded most architects were taught to lean towards modern, and 

acknowledged not relevant to the western suburb market place. To that end, when given 

the opportunity, architects will try to inject some modern characteristics to traditional 

homes. He stated the windows capture the exterior landscape and light into the interiors of 

the rooms.  

 

Chairman Bohnen expressed that he is not at ease with this look in the historic district. In 

general, it is concerning that the neighborhood is being developed with trends, such as a 

farmhouse design, without continuity.   

 

Commissioner Prisby asked if the HPC feels this is a modern style. 

 

Chairman Bohnen replied yes. 

 

Commissioner D’Arco replied it is on the modern side.  

 

The applicant stated the architectural form is very traditional, and there’s a corner window 

on it that has a modern lean to it. 

 

Commissioner Williams referenced the list of criteria that the HPC must review for a 

Certificate of Appropriateness, and that new construction in the district should be 



compatible with the architectural styles, design standards, streetscapes, within such 

historic districts. Although it is an attractive home, she felt this is clearly not compatible 

with the neighborhood.  

 

The applicant stated in studying the streetscape, it is along the lines of a Georgian, Tudor 

or French Provincial, which he’s seen several in the neighborhood that are not great. He 

explained that his client asked him to reference the 2 homes on the corner of 8th and Elm 

Street.  

 

Additional discussion of the features of the home and the comparison of it being modern 

versus traditional ensued.  

 

The HPC unanimously approved the Certificate of Appropriateness to demolish the existing 

house, 6-0 (1 absent).  

 

The HPC approved the proposed architecture, with the condition that the applicant return 

to the next meeting, with materials and material colors the HPC can review, 4-2 (1 

absent).  
 

 

Discussion - Memorial Hall 90th Anniversary Celebration 

 

Tom Lynch, of American Legion Post 250 discussed the refreshments, and is seeking for 

funding for beverages and snacks.  

 

Chairman Bohnen asked if he had an estimate of the cost.  

 

Mr. Lynch estimated around $200.  

 

Chainman Bohnen asked Chan about how the Village would feel about funding the light 

refreshments for the celebration.  

 

Chan asked Mr. Lynch for a rough estimate of the number of people attending.  

 

Mr. Lynch responded he doesn’t know.  

 

Commissioner Haarlow asked how many people will be there from the Legion.  

 

Mr. Lynch estimated 25 people for the dedication, and 30-35 thereafter for the veteran’s 

dinner.  

 

Commissioner Haarlow added that it would be great to shop local for the event 

refreshments.  

 

The HPC unanimously agreed to help grant the Legion $200 towards refreshments for the 

event.    

 

 



 

Adjournment 

 

The HPC unanimously agreed to adjourn at 7:39 PM on October 3, 2018. 

 

Respectfully Submitted, 

 

Chan Yu, Village Planner 
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STATE OF ILLINOIS )
                  )  ss:
COUNTY OF DU PAGE )

        BEFORE THE VILLAGE OF HINSDALE 
       HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION 

IN THE MATTER OF:          )
                           )
CASE NO. HPC-07-2018       )        

                           )
736 South Park Street      ) 

         REPORT OF PROCEEDINGS had and testimony 

taken at the Public Hearing of the Certificate 

of Appropriateness in the above-entitled matter 

before the Hinsdale Historic Preservation 

Commission, at 19 East Chicago Avenue, Hinsdale, 

Illinois, on the 3rd day of October, 2018, at 

the hour of 6:33 p.m.

     BOARD MEMBERS PRESENT:

         MR. JOHN BOHNEN, Chairman; 

         MS. JANICE D'ARCO, Member;

         MR. FRANK GONZALEZ, Member; 

         MS. SANDRA WILLIAMS, Member;        

         MS. SHANNON WEINBERGER, Member;

MR. JAMES PRISBY, Member;

         MR. BILL HAARLOW, Member.

10.3.18 HPC Min. Attachment 1
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ALSO PRESENT:1
     MR. CHAN YU, Village Planner;2
     MR. PATRICK FORTELKA and3
     MS. RAYNETTE BRADFORD, Moment Design;4
     MR. DAVE HELLYER, J. Jordan Homes.5
                  * * *6

CHAIRMAN BOHNEN:  Our first item on our7
agenda tonight is the Case HPC-07-2018, the8
request for a Certificate of Appropriateness to9
demolish and construct a new home at 736 South06:33:15PM 10
Park Street.11

This is a public hearing.  And so12
anybody that intends to speak at the hearing, I13
would ask that you now stand and be sworn in;14
and we will get things going15
                  (Mr. Patrick Fortelka sworn.)16

CHAIRMAN BOHNEN:  Okay.  Would you17
please state your name and your position on18
this.19

MR. FORTELKA:  Yes.  My name is Patrick06:33:48PM 20
Fortelka.  I'm with Moment Design.  I'm the21
architect that designed the house or the plans22

3

for 736 South Park for John Poalella, who is the1
client.  The builder is J. Jordan.  Dave Hellyer2
is with us today from J. Jordan as well.3
Unfortunately, the homeowners weren't able to4
attend.5

CHAIRMAN BOHNEN:  Okay.  And would you6
like to present us with your --  We are just now7
going to be talking about the demolition first I8
guess?9

MR. YU:  It's for a demo and new06:34:26PM 10
construction.11

CHAIRMAN BOHNEN:  And combine them12
as --13

MR. FORTELKA:  Yes.  There is an14
existing -- I would call it a tudor-style15
residence on the property that's fallen in16
disrepair, definitely I don't think it has any17
kind of case for being saved.  That home will18
be, hopefully, demolished.  And we will be19
building a new approximately 5,500 square foot,06:34:51PM 20
1st and 2nd floor, sort of a European-inspired21
exterior with a stucco cladding with cut22

4

limestone details, slate roof, and copper1
accents.2

CHAIRMAN BOHNEN:  Okay.  Has everybody3
had a chance to take a look at these plans?4

     Who would like to start with their5
comments?6

MR. PRISBY:  Patrick, what's wrong with7
the existing house?  I didn't get a chance, too8
busy this week.  It's not in good shape?9

CHAIRMAN BOHNEN:  It's not in good06:35:37PM 10
shape.11

MR. FORTELKA:  It's trashed.  It is.12
MR. PRISBY:  Tell me what you really13

think.14
MR. FORTELKA:  Yes.  It's been flooded15

a few times as well, in the lower level.  And16
it's just fallen on hard times.  And yeah, it's17
kind of fallen apart.18

CHAIRMAN BOHNEN:  I think if you had19
looked at that, you wouldn't have a problem,06:35:53PM 20
frankly, with demolishing.21

MR. PRISBY:  Is there any historic22

5

significance to the house?  I know with the age1
is --2

MS. WILLIAMS:  None that I'm aware of.3
MR. PRISBY:  No.  Okay.4
CHAIRMAN BOHNEN:  I don't think the5

demolition is the issue.  If there is an issue,6
the discussion will center around what's going7
to be built there.8

MR. PRISBY:  I will take your word for9
it.  If it's in bad shape, I'm good with that;06:36:14PM 10
so demo I have no issue.11

MS. WEINBERGER:  It's definitely the12
only old house left in that area.13

CHAIRMAN BOHNEN:  The one to the north14
is coming down, too, though.  There is two to15
the north.  They are both coming down.16

MS. WEINBERGER:  Okay.  That's coming17
before us?18

CHAIRMAN BOHNEN:  It hasn't come before19
us.  But the house, the Connecticut colonial, on06:36:38PM 20
the west side is just south of the newer large21
brick home that has been purchased, come down.22

10.3.18 HPC Min. Attachment 1
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And I'm not sure about the one1
south of it.  But the one south of it has been2
bastardized over the years from a design3
standpoint.  And so I haven't heard that that's4
coming down.  I don't know, just a rumor I had5
heard.  Neither one has come before us.6

MS. WILLIAMS:  Okay.7
CHAIRMAN BOHNEN:  Basically everything8

but the three houses have been torn down on that9
block.06:37:11PM 10

MS. WEINBERGER:  The one across the11
street.12

CHAIRMAN BOHNEN:  Well, the one across13
the street, the Welden house, will be coming14
down.15

MS. WEINBERGER:  Okay.16
CHAIRMAN BOHNEN:  So rebuilding17

Hinsdale.18
So your request, do you have any19

comments on the design in terms of streetscape06:37:41PM 20
for this home being built?21

MS. D'ARCO:  I just have a question22

7

about the use of stucco.  You see that a lot in1
some of the designs -- I have -- around town.2
And my only concern was that with that, being a3
realtor and sometimes working with buyers,4
stucco becomes an issue for them.  And, you5
know, it's just because it has a stigma attached6
from it in years past.  There are materials that7
we use.8

Just seeing more and more of that9
going up around town, is that what you are06:38:21PM 10
seeing your buyers want?  Or is that just a more11
cost effective way of --12

CHAIRMAN BOHNEN:  Are you talking about13
real stucco?  I'm not aware of any concern about14
real stucco.15

MR. GONZALEZ:  It's not EIFS.16
MR. FORTELKA:  No, it's not.  It's real17

concrete stucco.  I was just going to explain18
this.  There is some confusion in the19
marketplace over what's called EIFS or E-I-F-S,06:38:38PM 20
which is Styrofoam with a skim coat over it.21

This is real concrete-based stucco,22

8

which is a terrific system.  There are houses1
that are 100 years old that have stucco on them.2
So if maintained and done properly, it will be a3
good system.4

We are seeing a little bit more,5
people requesting that, a little less stone, a6
little brighter kind of a color context, I7
think, too.8

I have some concept photos that I9
got off the Internet just to give you guys kind06:39:06PM 10
of a basic feel of color and kind of the basic11
look of materials if you are interested.12

CHAIRMAN BOHNEN:  Stucco is a natural13
material, right?14

MR. FORTELKA:  It is.15
CHAIRMAN BOHNEN:  A great insulating16

material?17
MR. FORTELKA:  Yes.18
CHAIRMAN BOHNEN:  And I'm all for19

stucco.06:39:21PM 20
MR. FORTELKA:  Good.21
CHAIRMAN BOHNEN:  I'm not aware of22

9

any market being influenced by stucco.1
MR. FORTELKA:  I have had clients be2

wary of it because they have heard the same3
thing.4

CHAIRMAN BOHNEN:  Well, then they don't5
know the difference between artificial --6

MR. PRISBY:  Once they have been7
educated, it's a terrific product.8

CHAIRMAN BOHNEN:  It's a different9
product.06:39:40PM 10

MR. FORTELKA:  It's essentially an inch11
of concrete on the outside of the house at the12
end of the day.13

MR. PRISBY:  Real stucco is very warm14
looking and feeling.15

MR. FORTELKA:  Yes.16
MR. PRISBY:  And the EFIS stuff, like17

the old Dryvit stuff, can be very sterile and18
cold.19

CHAIRMAN BOHNEN:  Yes.06:39:56PM 20
MR. PRISBY:  Completely different.21
CHAIRMAN BOHNEN:  That part doesn't22
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bother me.1
MR. PRISBY:  We are also seeing a lot2

of stucco come through the office, so I would3
concur with that.4

CHAIRMAN BOHNEN:  The question I guess5
I have, we've seen more and more of these6
windows go all the way down to the bottom.7
What's the origin of that design?8

MR. FORTELKA:  You know, just in9
design, kind of the way most architects are06:40:19PM 10
going to lean is modern is kind of the way we11
were schooled and kind of in our blood, not12
really relevant in the western suburbs13
marketplace.  So when we get the opportunity, we14
try to interject a little bit of modern15
characteristics to traditional homes.16

But I think it's starting to relate17
to clients, too.  They see these things,18
especially on the interiors.  It makes a big19
difference in the room when you can actually06:40:47PM 20
capture landscape with the inside of the house21
and bring a lot more light into the body of the22

11

house.1
So it's kind of a multitiered thing2

that it adds a little bit of modernity to the3
exterior, as well as making the interior a4
little more pleasant and bright.5

CHAIRMAN BOHNEN:  I get the interior6
light factor.  It just seems to me to bastardize7
a recognizable design form by coming up with8
these extended windows, sort of a hybrid.9

MR. FORTELKA:  It is, indeed, a hybrid.06:41:20PM 10
CHAIRMAN BOHNEN:  Between a modern11

glass house and a traditional house.  I was more12
curious about where we might find the origin of13
this kind of thing, and do we have a name for14
this now.15

MR. FORTELKA:  Not really.  I wouldn't16
say there is a name to it.  And I would say it's17
definitely a hybrid of the styles.  I'm trying18
to think like how, you know, Frank Lloyd19
Wright --06:41:41PM 20

CHAIRMAN BOHNEN:  Van Der Rohe.  I mean21
Van Der Rohe on one extreme and traditional22

12

homes on the other.  And when I see these1
windows, it strikes me as odd.  And I'm seeing2
more and more of them.  And I know how fast fads3
come and go.4

At some point board and batten5
white houses with black window frames were --6
It sort of looks like Levitt town around here.7

MR. FORTELKA:  Yes.8
CHAIRMAN BOHNEN:  I guess that would be9

my only comment.  From a design standpoint, I'm06:42:13PM 10
not yet at ease with this look.11

MR. FORTELKA:  With all the glass?12
CHAIRMAN BOHNEN:  Yes.  From an13

exterior --14
MR. FORTELKA:  Yes.  And we kind of15

condensed that just on that corner element to16
kind of mitigate it and didn't make a lot of17
other fenestration moves on the front of the18
house.19

As we turn the corner and go06:42:30PM 20
towards the back, we definitely took some more21
risk with more glass on the back; but I was22

13

cognizant of that in designing the front.  I1
didn't want to go overboard.2

CHAIRMAN BOHNEN:  I guess what I'm3
asking is is this something that's client-driven4
or architect-driven to the client.  Do you get a5
client that requests this type of fenestration?6

MR. FORTELKA:  No.  It's more7
architect-driven.  And typically what happens is8
when we get the opportunity to be creative,9
clients go through our houses, they see it06:42:56PM 10
executed, and they want it.  Or they drive by a11
house.  We did a house --12

CHAIRMAN BOHNEN:  For better or for13
worse?14

MR. FORTELKA:  What's that?15
CHAIRMAN BOHNEN:  For better or for16

worse.17
MR. FORTELKA:  It's good for us.18
CHAIRMAN BOHNEN:  I understand.19
MR. FORTELKA:  We like kind of pushing06:43:08PM 20

the envelope with design.21
CHAIRMAN BOHNEN:  You do a little flare22
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with your design, getting away from traditional1
formula.2

MR. FORTELKA:  Yes.3
CHAIRMAN BOHNEN:  In our Robbins4

quadrant over there, as you probably know, like5
the glass house that was built south of 8th6
Street --7

MR. FORTELKA:  That's a rough one.8
CHAIRMAN BOHNEN:  -- that could not be9

built in the Robbins Historic District, that06:43:29PM 10
would not be tolerated.11

MR. FORTELKA:  That house is an12
imposition, I think, to the neighborhood, too.13
It was done almost in spite of the neighborhood.14
Where with our design, we are trying to make15
this house kind of slip in but still have a16
little bit more fun with some of the17
architectural designs.18

CHAIRMAN BOHNEN:  Well, I'm not against19
innovation.  I don't want you to think I am.06:43:50PM 20
I'm trying to get used to this.21

MR. FORTELKA:  Okay.22

15

CHAIRMAN BOHNEN:  So if somebody said1
to me what style is this house, I would be at a2
bit of a loss, frankly, to name it.  And I3
wondered whether all you architects, that are4
creatively drawing things while people sleep, if5
you have got a name for this kind of6
fenestration.7

MR. FORTELKA:  Not yet.  We throw the8
word around transitional when we don't want to9
use the word modern.  I think that you would06:44:19PM 10
call this, you know, French Norman transitional11
or something.12

MS. WILLIAMS:  Wow.13
CHAIRMAN BOHNEN:  You might.14
MR. FORTELKA:  And I think we kind of15

have a tendency of trying to name something to16
get comfortable with it, so maybe the name will17
come over time.18

CHAIRMAN BOHNEN:  Yes.19
MR. GONZALEZ:  I just wondered because06:44:38PM 20

I have seen some of the houses built, and you21
can see people walking in their pajamas to put22

16

it nicely.  Don't you know that we are driving1
by, we can see you clearly through the glass?2
That's --3

MR. PRISBY:  I really don't get that4
mentality, right?  I mean I love big glass,5
right?  But like in this town, I have seen a6
couple houses --  And you probably drew them,7
Patrick.8

MR. FORTELKA:  I drew them.9
MR. PRISBY:  Where you see people out06:45:03PM 10

in their back yard from out in the street.  I11
don't know, I'm just a little more private than12
that.  I don't get that aspect but, you know13
what, to each his own.14

MR. FORTELKA:  It's definitely a15
passion of mine.  And it's definitely something16
I feel driven to -- especially when the weather17
is like this when it's starting to turn into18
winter, and you drive by somebody's house and19
the lights that are all on, and that warmth that06:45:24PM 20
you get from just experiencing somebody's house21
driving down the street, that's kind of what we22

17

are trying to capture there, that transparency.1
And they make blinds so you can close them down2
but --3

MR. PRISBY:  I got it.  No, I got it.4
MR. GONZALEZ:  All right.  It's a5

nice house.6
CHAIRMAN BOHNEN:  Okay.7
MR. PRISBY:  And again here, like the8

Historic District, I'm always most concerned on9
these newer houses having solid material.  So if06:45:53PM 10
we are dealing with brick, stucco, and11
limestone, and some of the other things that are12
going on in this house, to me then it fits in13
more with that District.14

And at some point in time, I'm15
thinking 100 years from now, people will look16
back and say this is a historic home.  It wasn't17
something pulled out of a book.  Right?  A name18
will come at some point.19

CHAIRMAN BOHNEN:  How do you feel about06:46:19PM 20
the standing seam metal roof that's over these?21

MR. PRISBY:  I'm not a big fan of that,22
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I'm not.1
MR. FORTELKA:  It's tucked in there and2

it's going to be copper.3
MS. D'ARCO:  That's similar to what's4

on Oak and 8th right now?5
CHAIRMAN BOHNEN:  Yes, which is6

hideous.7
MR. FORTELKA:  That's a Kinner-coated8

material.  This is going to be --  I'm pretty9
sure we are going to be using copper on that.06:46:40PM 10

MR. GONZALEZ:  But you haven't decided,11
that's what you are saying?12

MR. FORTELKA:  Yes.  Materials are13
still, we are still doing material boards on it.14

MR. GONZALEZ:  Because you can purchase15
aluminum and have them coated green, and it16
looks like copper for most people.17

MR. FORTELKA:  Yes.  Which if we are18
going to do copper, the idea is that it's going19
to be that more bronzy color over time.  So we06:46:58PM 20
wouldn't want necessarily the green.  It's more21
of that classic dark.22

19

MR. PRISBY:  More of a bronze kind1
of --2

MR. FORTELKA:  Yes.3
CHAIRMAN BOHNEN:  Well --4
MR. PRISBY:  John, you know my opinion5

on these reviews.6
CHAIRMAN BOHNEN:  Well, Patrick, I7

guess I have to ask the question.  So you have,8
you have or have not determined what the9
materials are going to be for this house?06:47:24PM 10

MR. FORTELKA:  Yes.  We have made11
propositions to the client of what we would like12
to see as far as exterior materials go.13
J. Jordan is in the process of getting stucco14
samples together, and the metal roof is still15
sort of a bid issue.  We have talked about zinc,16
we have talked about copper, and we have talked17
about clad aluminum as well.  That said, no18
matter what, it's going to be a darker sort of a19
bronze or gunmetal color.06:47:51PM 20

CHAIRMAN BOHNEN:  It's going to be a21
metal roof with standing seams of some kind?22

20

MR. FORTELKA:  Yes.  It will be a real1
natural, sort of cream-colored stucco on it and2
cut limestone.3

CHAIRMAN BOHNEN:  Well, I don't want to4
beat a horse on this; but as we see our5
traditional homes being knocked down and our new6
homes being built, we are not building7
traditional homes.  It will be left to somebody8
else years from now to decide whether or not9
that was a good decision or not because,06:48:24PM 10
obviously, many of us -- me -- are kind of stuck11
in our ways of what we like and what we want to12
see.  And some of this, I have my doubts.  But13
keeping in mind that there is an ordinance that14
does not allow any modern architecture to be15
built in the Robbins Historic area.16

MR. FORTELKA:  Understood.17
CHAIRMAN BOHNEN:  That's something I18

think everybody needs to consider when they are19
looking at plans for these homes.06:48:57PM 20

I would even go one step farther.21
I have a little problem with Belgium farmhouses22

21

being plopped in Hinsdale.  And I'm sure that1
some of them are going to be well-executed.2
But we end up with a hodgepodge of architecture3
and a lack of continuity in a historic4
neighborhood.  And I mean the board and batten5
with the black windows and Belgian farmhouses,6
and God only knows what other things are7
tripping down the path, and they are momentary8
as we have seen.9

MR. PRISBY:  Yes.06:49:47PM 10
CHAIRMAN BOHNEN:  I think the net11

effect is that our Historic District is going to12
look a hell of a lot different than it did when13
we got it designated as such.  I don't know how14
it will be appreciated by those that go on15
before us; but as I say, that's for somebody16
else to decide.17

MR. PRISBY:  So are you thinking that18
this is modern?19

CHAIRMAN BOHNEN:  Well, you know --06:50:08PM 20
MS. D'ARCO:  It's on the modern side.21
CHAIRMAN BOHNEN:  Yes.  I mean --22
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MS. D'ARCO:  But it's what --1
MR. FORTELKA:  I would say the2

architectural form is very traditional, and3
there is a corner window on it that has a little4
modern lean to it.  But --5

MS. D'ARCO:  Ultimately, I mean it's6
flat, everything is flat, stucco.  You have7
modern windows.  I mean it's a beautiful design.8

MR. FORTELKA:  It's a recognizable9
residential form.06:50:33PM 10

MS. D'ARCO:  Right.  It's just that11
it's within a District where you are trying to12
preserve some character.  It's not happening.13
You are not the first and the last.14

MS. WILLIAMS:  One of the criteria that15
is listed that we have to go through for a16
Certificate of Appropriateness is New17
construction in the District should be18
compatible with the architectural styles, design19
standards, and streetscapes within such historic06:50:56PM 20
district.21

This clearly is not.  I think it's22

23

a very attractive home.1
MR. FORTELKA:  And in studying the2

streetscape, I would be relegated to a Georgian3
or tudor-style home or a French provincial,4
which we have seen several of those done in that5
neighborhood that are not great.6

The client actually came to us7
referencing a house on --  Those two big ones on8
the corner of 8th and Elm I think it is, which9
weren't executed great.  So we kind of had our06:51:30PM 10
hands full with how do we kind of direct this11
design to get sort of this French European12
context without it being too western-suburban13
looking for lack of a better term.14

MR. GONZALEZ:  You know, when I look at15
the design, it reminds me of Bauhaus.  That's16
what I wrote.17

MS. WEINBERGER:  That's exactly what.18
MR. GONZALEZ:  Except to me it's19

modern, hands down.  As the Walter Willoughbys06:51:52PM 20
large windows and things like that, I mean21
that --  It is what it is.  I understand that.22

24

I studied under that type of architecture.  My1
point is it does remind me of Bauhaus.  You2
can't see it so much on the plans.  But when you3
look at the elevations, it is very similar.  I4
don't know if this one has a ring to it.  Even5
the numbers have a style to it.6

MS. WEINBERGER:  It looks very --7
MR. FORTELKA:  Those are actually art8

deco details, referencing, again, French9
architecture, how do I integrate modern into a06:52:18PM 10
French-styled home.  I looked heavily into art11
deco.  So that's kind of where you are picking12
up that kind 1920s European-vibe to it, which13
let's face it, that was invented in the 1920s,14
so that was 100 years ago.  Maybe that was15
modern then and now we are bringing it back a16
little bit; and it feels a little bit new to us,17
too.18

But there is a house on the corner19
of 8th and Elm I believe --06:52:45PM 20

MR. GONZALEZ:  Art deco and Bauhaus,21
they overlap a little bit.22

25

MR. FORTELKA:  Yes.  I think they1
definitely relate to each other.2

MR. GONZALEZ:  Yes.3
MR. FORTELKA:  I would say probably art4

deco came first and Bauhaus was a reaction to5
that.6

MS. WEINBERGER:  And this is a dark7
slate roof that you are proposing?8

MR. FORTELKA:  It will be a gray slate.9
It will be monochromatic.06:53:08PM 10

I can't, I don't know the address11
of this house that's being renovated right now.12
I'm pretty sure it was 7th and 8th.  Is it the13
old --14

CHAIRMAN BOHNEN:  Oh, Bunker's house.15
MR. FORTELKA:  And they have got this16

kind of cool corner window.17
MR. GONZALEZ:  How old is that house?18
CHAIRMAN BOHNEN:  20 years.19
MR. FORTELKA:  We are trying to harken06:53:29PM 20

back to that a little bit, kind of that classic21
roaring '20s kind of a vibe with the inside of22
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this house.1
They have a little flat roof2

element on the covered entry as well.  So not3
that we are trying to copy this house, but we4
did do a due diligence trying to find something5
that made sense with what the clients were6
after.7

MR. GONZALEZ:  Okay.8
MR. FORTELKA:  We are trying.9
CHAIRMAN BOHNEN:  I don't mean to be06:53:55PM 10

critical.11
MS. WEINBERGER:  So I have a question.12

If we approve this, then what if all the13
materials change?14

CHAIRMAN BOHNEN:  They can't.15
MS. D'ARCO:  They are in the process.16
MR. GONZALEZ:  They haven't selected17

them yet.18
CHAIRMAN BOHNEN:  Then you have to19

give --  If there is a potentiality of the06:54:12PM 20
materials changing, then you have to give a21
conditional --  If you want to approve this, you22
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give a conditional approval based on the final1
materials.2

MR. FORTELKA:  The materials won't3
change but colors might, which I'm pretty sure4
you guys don't have jurisdiction over color; do5
you?6

CHAIRMAN BOHNEN:  Yes, we do.7
Absolutely.8

MR. FORTELKA:  Oh, I wasn't aware of9
it.06:54:33PM 10

CHAIRMAN BOHNEN:  Streetscape.11
MR. FORTELKA:  The last one we did we12

were talking about painting the brick and we13
didn't paint it.  You said it didn't matter.14

CHAIRMAN BOHNEN:  Streetscape is kind15
of our rule.16

MR. PRISBY:  We didn't say we were17
happy about that.18

MS. WEINBERGER:  That happens to us19
somewhat often.  And so how do we get ahead of06:54:48PM 20
that yet be respectful to the clients and the21
architects and the builders to look at the22
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design?1
But then, you know, we are looking2

at it before the materials are selected.  And3
then materials are selected and they change, and4
then it's built.  And then we all say, oh, what5
the heck happened.6

CHAIRMAN BOHNEN:  Well, the one that7
comes to mind was when we had the Kennas here8
talking about the Codes and the building going9
on on 3rd Street.  And Carrie Kenna, represented06:55:20PM 10
Kenna Builders, made the remark they hadn't11
decided whether or not to use stone or something12
else.  And it was a real, a basic decision.13

And on that basis, we gave a14
conditional approval to the design; and we'd15
give final approval when they come back to us16
with their materials.  So if that were an issue17
here in your minds, then you would propose it as18
such.19

MS D'ARCO:  Could you see the materials06:55:55PM 20
changing drastically?  When we are talking21
about --  Is it really just a metal roof?22
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MR. FORTELKA:  If you just scroll up1
and down, that's a two-page concept image board2
we did.  Just to kind of give you a basic look3
and feel what it's going to look like with the4
stucco finish.  There is a couple pictures of5
some slate roofs.  It will be a dark clad window6
as well.7

MR. PRISBY:  So those are concepts that8
haven't been locked in, right?  Which I think is9
Shannon's point.06:56:25PM 10

MR. FORTELKA:  It's going to be in that11
neighborhood, but the client has signed off on12
concept for sure.13

MR. PRISBY:  It's a little touchy14
because there have been a couple houses that15
have come through here -- which you guys hadn't16
done, it was a different person, I'm not going17
to name names -- that had kind have the recycled18
brick.  We are not going to paint it, not going19
to paint it.  Frank and I both went out to the06:56:43PM 20
job site review, said, Well, we would like to21
keep this as raw brick.22
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Six months later, it's all white.1
It's all white.  Nothing ever came of it, right?2
There was no one from the Village went back out3
there.  What are you going to do at that point?4
It's already painted, right?5

MR. FORTELKA:  It's interesting, yes.6
MR. PRISBY:  So it's become a little7

bit more of a touchy subject.  But then the8
Codes, I know, Frank, did you ever go talk to9
the Codes or to Kenna; right?  The house is06:57:10PM 10
done.  So, again --11

MR. GONZALEZ:  What are we --12
MR. PRISBY:  It was a conditional13

approval and nothing ever followed up with that.14
MS. WEINBERGER:  Right.  Well, kind of15

what happened to your porch.16
MR. PRISBY:  Correct.  Right.17
MS. WEINBERGER:  Same thing.18
MR. PRISBY:  Stuff was changed, right.19

Well, he had to change it.06:57:27PM 20
MR. GONZALEZ:  That's different.21
MR. PRISBY:  And it's still not good22
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but it was still changed.1
MR. GONZALEZ:  It still has the --2
MR. PRISBY:  Then he did a side rail on3

that house that doesn't match the front so --4
What are you laughing at?5

MR. FORTELKA:  Don't look through my6
personal pictures on there, John.7

CHAIRMAN BOHNEN:  If Judge Kavanaugh8
had these, we probably wouldn't be up here.9

MR. FORTELKA:  I like beer, drink beer.06:57:54PM 10
MR. PRISBY:  Because I think it's more11

of --  It's conceptual but it's not locked in,12
right?13

I don't know how many times I tell14
somebody, Hey, I think this will be great in a15
sage green; they go, that's terrific, we are16
making it brown.  Right?17

MR. FORTELKA:  And as a designer, we've18
lost control over materials because it's the19
clients' house.  And ultimately, we will make06:58:22PM 20
suggestions all day long, and if they want to21
paint the house purple -- not in the historic22
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district -- but on other houses like, you know1
it's like we lose power, too.2

MR. PRISBY:  But what's happening to us3
here, even if they get in front of us --  Let's4
say, you know, they buy the house.  We think5
it's a great idea to look at the design6
materials or have a meeting with this us.  We7
think this should have a red brick and match8
with the streetscape or pick up on these9
tudorish elements, right?06:58:49PM 10

They go, No, we are not doing that.11
And then we end up with this.  So does that12
help?  Are we really even achieving anything13
with that?  And I'm hoping some of this comes14
out of the changes that are being discussed.15

MS. WEINBERGER:  Yes.16
MS. WILLIAMS:  And some attempts at17

standards for design, which right now we don't18
have.  You mentioned pushing the envelope a19
little.  I'm not sure if pushing the envelope is06:59:12PM 20
a good idea in the historic district.  But we21
don't have any standards to fall on, design22
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standards, to fall back on.1
MS. WEINBERGER:  And this style is2

almost reliant on your material selection.3
Because what happens if they say they want a4
stone home, then does this plan even work?  I5
mean so you feel confident that they are happy6
with this idea of stucco?7

MR. FORTELKA:  That's 100 percent, yes.8
Definitely.  Yes.  We are over budget, too, so9
we are not getting --06:59:43PM 10

MR. PRISBY:  So like as part of that,11
these two covered front porches, right, they12
have these walls with the limestone coping that13
goes around the whole thing.  And it's recessed14
behind that almost like it's a lower roof to15
cover that area behind that coping.16

MR. FORTELKA:  Yes.17
MR. PRISBY:  Looking at the wall18

section you have on A3.1, very unique, very19
creative; right?  But what it's doing to the07:00:13PM 20
architecture, and you know, we are creating21
these almost like barrier walls in front of the22
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house as opposed to what looks like a covered1
porch.  I think that really goes back to what2
Frank was talking about with the Bauhaus3
architecture.  Right?4

MR. FORTELKA:  And it's not necessarily5
a barrier but a process.  Instead of just6
walking up to the door under some columns that7
there is a little bit more process to experience8
the house.  Not in an unfriendly way, but just9
again more of kind of taking some turns instead07:00:43PM 10
of just being presented the house.11

MR. PRISBY:  From a design standpoint,12
I get that.  I respect that, right?  I just get13
back to the whole conversation of in this14
District.  Right?  I just don't know.15

MR. FORTELKA:  Right.  And whether or16
not it's forwarding good design or just a series17
of material executions.  If I copied a really18
good old tudor house that everybody would be19
good with that, but is that really best for the07:01:09PM 20
neighborhood, what the clients want, and21
property values and all of that?  So it is --22
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MR. PRISBY:  Just this neighborhood,1
that's the big thing.  I'm with you as far as --2
I'm tired of --  Back, what was it, 20 years ago3
everybody was building a red brick Georgian.  Or4
everybody is doing a low arch window or doing5
French country, right?6

And we spent more time as7
professionals copying history instead of8
creating history.  And I love trying to come up9
with something new and creative and doing07:01:43PM 10
something a little different from the standard11
norms here.12

Again, it just gets back to on this13
Board in this District, how far can we go with14
creating our own history and still blend in with15
the historic neighborhood.16

And I may be on an island with this17
group on that.  But, okay, I don't know.18

CHAIRMAN BOHNEN:  Where would you like19
to go?07:02:19PM 20

MR. FORTELKA:  York Tavern.21
MR. FRANK GONZALEZ:  It would be nice22
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if we could get a sense of the material and what1
they are agreeing on.  When will you know that,2
the actual color and all that?3

MR. FORTELKA:  I don't have concept4
boards even put together yet.  Typically5
J. Jordan makes like a little house, stands6
about 8-foot tall with a roof on it.7

MR. GONZALEZ:  A model, an actual8
model?9

MR. FORTELKA:  Like a real mockup.07:02:49PM 10
MR. GONZALEZ:  A mockup, okay.11
MR. FORTELKA:  That takes quite a bit12

of time, of course, to execute it.  We might be13
able to do some smaller like chips or --  With14
stucco, it's so hard, though, because that's a15
field application.  It's not something I can go16
to the paint store and get.17

MR. GONZALEZ:  So they will build a18
model to show the colors.  And then what if they19
don't like it after they doing the mockup?  What07:03:11PM 20
do you do, another mockup?21

MR. FORTELKA:  Yes.  Typically.22

37

Usually we nail it, though, so --1
MR. HELLYER:  That's true.2
MR. FORTELKA:  A lot of thought goes3

into it before we get to that.4
MR. GONZALEZ:  It's funny, not really.5

I know for commercial clients, they still do6
those mockups.  But it's getting to a point7
where it's just not for a lot of construction.8
They are just moving on.  Yes, we like the9
drawings, show us something in 3D and CAD, and07:03:37PM 10
move on.11

MR. FORTELKA:  Yes.  And the bigger12
samples are definitely very helpful I think.13

         (Enter Mr. Bill Haarlow.)14
MR. PRISBY:  So, Frank, so let's say it15

gets approved conditionally for the materials.16
MR. GONZALEZ:  We get invited to see17

the mockup.18
MR. PRISBY:  And we get invited to see19

the mockup, the client says, We love this.07:03:54PM 20
And you and I go, We hate this.21

MR. FORTELKA:  Oh, you will like it.22
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MR. PRISBY:  Hypothetical, right?1
MR. FORTELKA:  I understand.2
MR. GONZALEZ:  Bring your spray can.3
MR. PRISBY:  What do we do?4
MS. WEINBERGER:  What do we do?  It5

still happened.6
MR. PRISBY:  Right?7
MR. GONZALEZ:  But at least we had an8

opportunity to be part of it much more closer to9
the end, you know, the design, the end decision07:04:15PM 10
of the design.  That's all we can do.11

CHAIRMAN BOHNEN:  As long as the12
current ordinance says --13

MR. GONZALEZ:  Right.14
CHAIRMAN BOHNEN:  So having batted that15

around, where do you want to go?16
MS. WILLIAMS:  I think the architects,17

I think the architects have to come up with the18
motion.19

MR. PRISBY:  Go ahead, Frank.07:04:48PM 20
MR. GONZALEZ:  Okay.  The motion is21

that we get invited to see the mockup.22
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MR. PRISBY:  So you would approve it1
conditionally?2

MR. GONZALEZ:  I don't know.  No,3
that's not what I'm saying.  I would want to see4
what's finally decided and say, you know what,5
we did what we could and that's it.  Because if6
we can offer opinions or thoughts, that's better7
than being out of the loop.8

MS D'ARCO:  Maybe we should start with9
approving the demolition because that comes07:05:16PM 10
first.  Right?  That's part of it.11

MS. WEINBERGER:  Is it two separate12
motions?13

MR. YU:  Yes.14
MS. D'ARCO:  I will motion to approve15

the demolition of 736 South Park.16
CHAIRMAN BOHNEN:  Second?17
MR. PRISBY:  I will second.18
CHAIRMAN BOHNEN:  All in favor say aye.19
         (A chorus of ayes.)07:05:34PM 20
CHAIRMAN BOHNEN:  Okay.21
MR. GONZALEZ:  You've got another22
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thought?1
MR. PRISBY:  Not at the moment.2

But I'm just, I'm trying to think.3
A lot of times these mockups happen when they4
are already in construction.  So are they --5

MR. GONZALEZ:  Right.  But, yes, that's6
true.  Having said that, they are still having7
completed --  You haven't completed the envelope8
of the building, right?9

MR. PRISBY:  Correct.  They are trying07:06:11PM 10
to pull a permit to get started.11

MR. GONZALEZ:  Right.12
MR. PRISBY:  So I think you still end13

up having to either approve or not.14
CHAIRMAN BOHNEN:  Maybe we should do15

what we used to do commercial construction and16
issue foundation permits and then issue17
superstructure permits.18

MR. PRISBY:  I don't think we have the19
ability to do that, do we?07:06:30PM 20

CHAIRMAN BOHNEN:  I'm asking my friend21
Chan over there.  People come in starting with22
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the job and as they are making the decisions,1
they get into the upgrades, we can have another2
meeting.  Is that something that's feasible?  I3
mean it's done all over the country.  I don't4
know whether it's done residentially.5

MR. YU:  Unfortunately, I don't review6
the building permits for residential.  But I7
have never seen a color building permit before.8
What I do is I look at what was approved here9
and I compare it to the building permit they07:07:03PM 10
submit.  And if there is something that's11
drastically different or the language that says12
stucco here and it's a different material than13
what you guys approved, then they have to come14
back with the revised plan to you.15

CHAIRMAN BOHNEN:  What I'm saying is to16
get these people off and running, we have17
approved the demolition, and they want to get in18
the ground, have we ever considered giving19
two-stage construction permits like they do for07:07:29PM 20
commercial?21

MR. YU:  It's never happened.22
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CHAIRMAN BOHNEN:  Never happened.1
MR. GONZALEZ:  Never happened.2
MR. FORTELKA:  Can I make a suggestion?3
CHAIRMAN BOHNEN:  Sure.4
MR. FORTELKA:  In moving forward,5

perhaps you add to your requirements that during6
this meeting that we bring materials with us.7
If it's a brick or stone house, it's a little8
bit more difficult; but we could definitely9
bring sample boards.07:07:55PM 10

CHAIRMAN BOHNEN:  You mean to the11
hearing?12

MR. FORTELKA:  I could definitely get13
window cladding, roofing samples.  So you could14
at least hit sort of the three big materials15
that you are looking for.  That's a pretty16
simple thing.  Or if I would have known going17
into this, I probably could have pulled off18
something close on the stucco.19

MR. PRISBY:  That's a good point, at07:08:15PM 20
least the changes we are talking about.21

MS. WEINBERGER:  That would be great.22
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MR. GONZALEZ:  Hopefully the client is1
agreeing with those samples.2

MR. FORTELKA:  Yes.  It would be3
helpful if they were here tonight because I know4
they would back it up and say they are onboard5
with this aesthetic.6

MR. GONZALEZ:  Maybe the thought would7
be bring the samples and hope that the clients8
come to this next meeting.9

CHAIRMAN BOHNEN:  So in the interim --07:08:37PM 10
MS. WEINBERGER:  Conditional?11
CHAIRMAN BOHNEN:  -- a conditional12

approval based on the design?13
MS. WILLIAMS:  Because it's the color14

that you have an issue with, not so much the15
material?  Because he said it will be cream16
color.17

MR. GONZALEZ:  No.  I don't have an18
issue with stucco being there.19

CHAIRMAN BOHNEN:  No.  I don't have any07:08:55PM 20
issue.21

MS. WILLIAMS:  So the color --22
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MS. D'ARCO:  So what's our concern, is1
it the metal roof that we are concerned about as2
far as change?3

MR. GONZALEZ:  The color of the stucco,4
the color of the metal roof.  And I, I don't5
know --6

MS. D'ARCO:  Because it sounds like the7
stucco is going to be a cream color.8

MR. GONZALEZ:  Yes.9
MR. FORTELKA:  Off-white.07:09:13PM 10
MS. D'ARCO:  That's not going to be11

green.  It's not going to be green.  That's12
pretty standard.  So we are talking about the13
roof.14

MS. WEINBERGER:  And we are really only15
talking about the flat roofs?16

MR. GONZALEZ:  No.  The flat roof you17
wouldn't see.18

MR. FORTELKA:  You won't see any metal19
roof around the front.  It's tucked around the07:09:31PM 20
sides.21

MS. D'ARCO:  So when you said the22
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options were between copper and something1
else --2

MR. FORTELKA:  It's a colored-aluminum3
roof that you typically see.4

MS. D'ARCO:  Would we have an issue in5
any of those if there was a change?6

CHAIRMAN BOHNEN:  The material itself?7
MS. D'ARCO:  Yes.8
CHAIRMAN BOHNEN:  No.9
MS. D'ARCO:  Yes.  So then I guess I'm07:09:49PM 10

questioning what is it that we --11
MR. PRISBY:  Step back.  Are we in12

general going to be okay with the architecture?13
Because I know that was an earlier discussion14
here --15

CHAIRMAN BOHNEN:  I haven't heard.16
MR. PRISBY:  -- of approving the17

architecture with a condition they come back18
here in one month with finished materials to19
present to the Board?07:10:12PM 20

CHAIRMAN BOHNEN:  That would be a21
practical way for all concerned.  It gets them22
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started, gets you --1
MR. PRISBY:  I would think so.  They2

get into construction.  They can build --  If we3
are comfortable with the architecture, if they4
get four votes --5

CHAIRMAN BOHNEN:  Again, I don't know6
how to address the fenestration any differently7
than I already have.8

MR. PRISBY:  Right.9
CHAIRMAN BOHNEN:  I guess that's a07:10:36PM 10

question for the Commission.11
MR. PRISBY:  Right, it is.  Because you12

could vote no, and then they could --13
So let me start by, I guess, making14

a motion to approve the architecture under the15
condition that they come back in to the next16
meeting with materials that we can review and17
approve.18

CHAIRMAN BOHNEN:  Make sense?19
MS. WEINBERGER:  Yes.07:11:08PM 20
MR. GONZALEZ:  Yes, makes sense.21
MR. PRISBY:  And at that point we may22
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get less than four votes, and then I don't know1
what happens at that point if that happens.2

CHAIRMAN BOHNEN:  Let's see, maybe the3
ordinance changed.4

MR. PRISBY:  You are dreaming.5
So I will make that motion.6

CHAIRMAN BOHNEN:  Do we have a second?7
MS. WEINBERGER:  Got that, Chan?8
MR. GONZALEZ:  Let's just go through9

the materials we want to see because we have07:11:33PM 10
gone through a few different -- I don't know --11
several.  So it's going to be the roof,12
stucco -- I don't know -- window if they want?13

MR. PRISBY:  I would like to see window14
color.15

MR. GONZALEZ:  Window color.16
MR. PRISBY:  I don't think it needs to17

be a whole sample, just color.18
MR. GONZALEZ:  Just a sample color.  Is19

there any stone on this building?  Oh, there is07:11:55PM 20
some.21

MR. PRISBY:  There is some limestone.22
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MR. FORTELKA:  Cut stone.1
MR. GONZALEZ:  Cut stone.  Sample of2

the stone.3
MR. PRISBY:  Roof shingle.4
MR. GONZALEZ:  Roof shingle.  I see5

some cedar siding for specification.  I see6
color, cedar siding, if it's going to be7
stained --  Not raw.8

MR. FORTELKA:  Understood.9
MR. PRISBY:  We all know what cedar07:12:17PM 10

looks like.  It's the color we are looking for.11
MR. GONZALEZ:  Anything else?  I --12
MR. FORTELKA:  Okay.13
MS. WEINBERGER:  So that was a motion?14
MR. PRISBY:  That was a motion, yes.15
MS. WEINBERGER:  I will second it.16
CHAIRMAN BOHNEN:  All those in favor?17

     (A chorus of ayes.)18
CHAIRMAN BOHNEN:  All those opposed?19

Nay.07:12:47PM 20
MS. D'ARCO:  Nay.21

I will explain why.  Because I feel22
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like we go in circles, and we come back to the1
Board.  You told us today it's going to be2
stucco.  It's going to be a couple of variations3
of stucco that you are going to bring forward,4
and we get to decide what it is.  We are not5
becoming a design review board, which is not our6
function.  We can approve and disprove what they7
bring forward.  And ultimately, you will go to8
the Village; and the client will most likely get9
what they want if it's not something we07:13:13PM 10
approved.11

I just want to be mindful of your12
time, I want to be mindful of our time.  And13
realistically, if you are telling us these are14
going to be the materials, these are some of the15
options today, if we don't have a problem of16
zinc, copper, or clad aluminum today, we17
shouldn't have a problem a month from now.  And18
the same thing goes for stucco, and the same19
thing goes for the color of the windows.  If07:13:35PM 20
it's a slate or dark gray, it's going to be21
gray.  So I just --22
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CHAIRMAN BOHNEN:  What about the color1
of the roof?2

MS. D'ARCO:  Or the color of the roof.3
Right?  But I think ultimately even if we4
disapprove the color of the roof, it's just5
going to start to go on record.6

MS. WEINBERGER:  You are not7
disagreeing with the design, you are disagreeing8
with the process?9

MS. D'ARCO:  I'm disagreeing with the07:13:58PM 10
process because I feel like if we are okay with11
architecture, you have already laid it out, you12
are okay with it.  We don't all agree that13
that's what we want to see in a historic14
district, but we are approving it.  We are15
approving the architecture.16

And now we are coming down to the17
nitty-gritty of color and this and that.  And I18
just don't feel like that's our function.  And19
this is why I'm voting no because I feel like we07:14:21PM 20
are just going to waste time and resources.21

And I think it's a waste to some22
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degree of our time to have to review this when1
in the end it's going to go over our head,2
whether we like the gray color you pick or not3
on the roof, or whether or not it may end up4
being full-blown gold copper.  Hopefully not, I5
can't see that.  I can't see that happening.6
But it's not within the style that's presented7
in this town.  I just would prefer not to have8
to go through all this again.  I think it's just9
a wasted effort, and that's where --07:14:56PM 10

Even tonight we can't come to an11
agreement on how we want to put our motion12
forward, which is sometimes a little13
frustrating.  And I'm just being honest and I'm14
all about efficiency.  And I think we have, as a15
Commission, we need to come together.  And we16
have been trying to do this for a long time on17
what we can really opine on that is valuable to18
you.  And we always are late in the game.19

And whether Frank and Jim go out07:15:25PM 20
there and look at the materials and look at a21
mockup and have you do a mockup, I don't know22
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how effective that's going to be.  And that's1
what just what I have seen.  And I haven't2
been on the Board that long.  But over the3
last couple of years, that seems to be the4
process.5

If we are agreeing on the home and6
the materials that are being -- unless they are7
drastically different, I would say we should8
just make our motion to approve.  Not why we are9
here, so that's where I stand.07:16:00PM 10

CHAIRMAN BOHNEN:  Okay.  So it is11
approved with conditions.  Jim, sound good?12

MR. PRISBY:  Great.13
CHAIRMAN BOHNEN:  Anything further,14

Patrick?15
MR. FORTELKA:  No.  I think we are16

good.17
CHAIRMAN BOHNEN:  We will serve to18

close the public hearing.19
                  * * *20

(Which were all the proceedings had21
               in the above-entitled cause.)22
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STATE OF ILLINOIS )1
                  )  ss.
COUNTY OF DU PAGE )2

3
         I, JANICE H. HEINEMANN, CSR, RDR, CRR,
do hereby certify that I am a court reporter4
doing business in the State of Illinois, that I
reported in shorthand the testimony given at the5
hearing of said cause, and that the foregoing is
a true and correct transcript of my shorthand6
notes so taken as aforesaid.

7

8
         ________________________________
         Janice H. Heinemann CSR, RDR, CRR9
         License No 084-001391

10
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              MEMORANDUM 

DATE:   November 7, 2018 

TO:   Chairman Bohnen and Historic Preservation Commissioners 

CC:  Kathleen A. Gargano, Village Manager 
Robb McGinnis, Director of Community Development/Building Commissioner 

   
FROM:   Chan Yu, Village Planner  
 
RE:  30 E. Hinsdale Ave. – Yankee Peddler – 1 New Awning Sign  

Case A-44-2018 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Summary 

The Village of Hinsdale has received a sign application from Chesterfield Awning Co., on behalf of the 
Yankee Peddler, requesting approval to install 1 new awning sign at 30 E. Hinsdale Avenue, within the 
Historic Downtown District in the B-2 Central Business District.  
 
Request and Analysis 
 
The requested awning sign is proposed to be located on the front building facade. The fabric of the 
awning is “Sunbrella Aquamarine” and the text and logos on the awning valance is white. The text is 8.2” 
tall by 3’- 1” wide for an area of 2.05 SF. The elephant logo is 7” tall by 1-foot wide for an area of .58 SF.  
The combined area of signage on the front and side awning valances equals approximately 5.94 SF. The 
proposed awning sign is code compliant for a multi-tenant building in the B-2 Central Business District. 
Process 
 
Per Section 11-607(D) and the nature of the request, this application would require a meeting before 
the PC and does not require public notification. Per municipal code Section 14-5-1(B), the Historic 
Preservation Commission shall review signage in the Historic District. The final decision of the HPC shall 
be advisory only. The PC maintains final authority on signage with no further action required by the 
Board of Trustees. 
 
 
Attachments: 
Attachment 1 – Sign Application and Exhibits 
Attachment 2 -  Village of Hinsdale Zoning Map and Project Location 
Attachment 3 -  Street View of 30 E. Hinsdale Ave. 
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Attachment 2: Village of Hinsdale Zoning Map and Project Location 
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              MEMORANDUM 

DATE:   November 7, 2018 

TO:   Chairman Bohnen and Historic Preservation Commissioners 

CC:  Kathleen A. Gargano, Village Manager 
Robb McGinnis, Director of Community Development/Building Commissioner 

   
FROM:   Chan Yu, Village Planner  
 
RE:  16 E. First Street – Mucci Di Firenze – 1 New non-Illuminated Wall Sign  

Case A-46-2018 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Summary 

The Village of Hinsdale has received a sign application from Cynosure, on behalf of Mucci Di Firenze, 
requesting approval to install 1 new non-illuminated wall sign at 16 E. First Street, within the Historic 
Downtown District in the B-2 Central Business District. On October 10, 2018, the Plan Commission 
supported the proposed sign unanimously. 
 
Request and Analysis 
 
The requested wall sign is proposed to be located on the front building facade. The panel material is 
aluminum composite with vinyl lettering. It would display gold text on a green sign backing. The 
proposed wall sign is 2’-9” tall and 5’-11” wide for an area of 16.4 SF (includes sign backing). Per the 
Code, a multi-tenant building is permitted to request for 25 SF per tenant.  
 
Process 
 
Per Section 11-607(D) and the nature of the request, this application would require a meeting before 
the PC and does not require public notification. Per municipal code Section 14-5-1(B), the Historic 
Preservation Commission shall review signage in the Historic District. The final decision of the HPC shall 
be advisory only. The PC maintains final authority on signage with no further action required by the 
Board of Trustees. 
 
 
Attachments: 
Attachment 1 – Sign Application and Exhibits 
Attachment 2 -  Village of Hinsdale Zoning Map and Project Location 
Attachment 3 -  Street View of 16 E. First Street  
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Attachment 2: Village of Hinsdale Zoning Map and Project Location 
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              MEMORANDUM 

DATE:   November 7, 2018 

TO:   Chairman Bohnen and Historic Preservation Commissioners 

CC:  Kathleen A. Gargano, Village Manager 
Robb McGinnis, Director of Community Development/Building Commissioner 

   
FROM:   Chan Yu, Village Planner  
 
RE:  45 S. Washington Street – Lepa Boutique & Decor – 1 New non-Illuminated Wall Sign 

Case A-48-2018 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Summary 

The Village of Hinsdale has received a sign application from IC Signs & Graphics, on behalf of Lepa 
Boutique & Decor, requesting approval to install 1 new non-illuminated wall sign at 45 S. Washington 
Street, within the Historic Downtown District in the B-2 Central Business District.  
 
Request and Analysis 
 
The requested wall sign is proposed to be located on the front building facade. The panel frame and face 
material is aluminum. It would display white text on a black sign backing. The proposed wall sign is 1’ tall 
and 15’ wide for an area of 15 SF (includes sign backing). Per the Code, a multi-tenant building is 
permitted to request for 25 SF per tenant.  
 
Process 
 
Per Section 11-607(D) and the nature of the request, this application would require a meeting before 
the PC and does not require public notification. Per municipal code Section 14-5-1(B), the Historic 
Preservation Commission shall review signage in the Historic District. The final decision of the HPC shall 
be advisory only. The PC maintains final authority on signage with no further action required by the 
Board of Trustees. 
 
 
Attachments: 
Attachment 1 – Sign Application and Exhibits 
Attachment 2 -  Village of Hinsdale Zoning Map and Project Location 
Attachment 3 -  Street View of 45 S. Washington Street 
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Attachment 2: Village of Hinsdale Zoning Map and Project Location 
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              MEMORANDUM 

DATE:   November 7, 2018 

TO:   Chairman Bohnen and Historic Preservation Commissioners 

CC:  Kathleen A. Gargano, Village Manager 
Robb McGinnis, Director of Community Development/Building Commissioner 

   
FROM:   Chan Yu, Village Planner  
 
RE:  736 S. Park Street – Case HPC-07-2018 - Application for Certificate of Appropriateness to 

Demolish and Construct a New Home in the Robbins Park Historic District  
 *Continued from October 3, 2018, HPC meeting* 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Summary 

The Village of Hinsdale has received an application from J. Jordan Homes, requesting approval for a 

Certificate of Appropriateness to demolish an existing home in the Robbins Park Historic District to 

construct a new house. Per the Village Code, no permits shall be issued for demolition of any structure 

located in a designated historic district without the rendering of a final decision by the Historic 

Preservation Commission (HPC) on an application for a Certificate of Appropriateness.  

At the October 3, 2018, HPC meeting, the HPC continued the public hearing to review the final colors for 

various elements of the proposed home. The applicant has submitted an exhibit illustrating the colors of 

the slate roof, metal roof/gutters, cut stone trim/coping, stucco and window cladding to review at the 

November 7, 2018, HPC meeting.  

Request and Analysis 

The subject property is located on an interior lot on 736 S. Park Street. The existing home was 

constructed in 1916 in a Tudor Revival style according to the National Register of Historic Places, and 

both the home and detached garage are contributing structures in the Robbins Park Historic District. The 

applicant has included front, rear and side elevation photos of the existing home, and east and south 

elevation illustrations of the proposed new house. 

The subject property is located in the R-1 Single Family Residential District and borders the same to the 

north, east, south and west. Per the submitted plat of survey, it is a legal nonconforming R-1 lot that is 

20,224 SF in area. The lot is approximately 206 feet deep and 98 feet wide. 

Process 

Pursuant to Title 14, Section 14-5-1: (B) Historic District: No alteration shall be allowed to, and no 

permits shall be issued for, the alteration, demolition, signage, or any other physical modifications of the 

exterior architectural appearance of any structure, building, site, or area located in a designated historic 
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district without the rendering of a final decision by the commission on an application for a certificate of 

appropriateness. The final decision of the commission shall be advisory only. 

The Title 14, Section 14-5-2 (A) General Standards and (B) Design Standards to review can be found on 

Attachment 3. 

 
Attachments: 
 
Attachment 1 – Application for Certificate of Appropriateness and Exhibits (packet) 
Attachment 2 -  Zoning Map and Project Location 
Attachment 3 -  Title 14, Section 14-5-2: Criteria (A) and (B) 
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Attachment 2: Village of Hinsdale Zoning Map and Project Location 
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Attachment 3        CERTIFICATE OF APPROPRIATENESS 

14-5-2: CRITERIA: 
 
All applications for a certificate of appropriateness shall conform to the applicable standards in this 
section. 

A. General Standards: 

1. Alterations that do not affect any essential architectural or historic features of a structure or building 
as viewed from a public or private street ordinarily should be permitted. 

2. The distinguishing original qualities or character of a structure, building, or site and its environment 
should not be destroyed. No alteration or demolition of any historic material or distinctive 
architectural feature should be permitted except when necessary to assure an economically viable 
use of a site. 

3. All structures, buildings, sites, and areas should be recognized as products of their own time. 
Alterations that have no historical basis and that seek to create an earlier appearance than the true 
age of the property are discouraged. 

4. Changes that may have taken place in the course of time are evidence of the history and 
development of a structure, building, or site and its environment. These changes may have acquired 
significance in their own right, and this significance should be recognized and respected when 
dealing with a specific architectural period. 

5. Distinctive stylistic features or examples of skilled craftsmanship that characterize a structure, 
building, site, or area should ordinarily be maintained and preserved. 

6. Deteriorated architectural features should be repaired rather than replaced, whenever possible. In 
the event replacement is necessary, the new material should match the material being replaced in 
composition, design, color, texture, and other visual qualities. Repair or replacement of missing 
architectural features should be based on accurate duplications of features, substantiated by 
historic, physical, or pictorial evidence rather than on conjectural designs or the availability of 
different architectural elements from other buildings or structures. 

7. The surface cleaning of structures and buildings should be undertaken with the gentlest means 
possible. Sandblasting and other cleaning methods that will damage the structures and buildings 
should be avoided. 

8. New structures or buildings, or alterations to sites should not be discouraged when such structures 
or alterations do not destroy significant historical or architectural features and are compatible with 
the size, scale, color, material, and character of the site, neighborhood, or environment. 

9. Whenever possible, new structures or buildings, or alterations to the existing conditions of sites 
should be done in such a manner that, if such new structures or alterations were to be removed in 
the future, the essential form and integrity of the original structure, building, site, or area would be 
unimpaired. 

10. Any permitted alteration or demolition should promote the purposes of this Title and general welfare 
of the Village and its residents. 

Attachment 3



11. Demolition should not be permitted if a structure, building, or site is economically viable in its 
present condition or could be economically viable after completion of appropriate alterations, even if 
demolition would permit a more profitable use of such site. 

B. Design Standards: 

1. Height: The height of a landmark after alteration should be compatible with the height of the original 
landmark. The height of a structure or building and adjacent open spaces after any proposed 
alteration or construction within an historic district should be compatible with the style and character 
of the structure or building and with surrounding structures and buildings in an historic district. 

2. Relationship Between Mass And Open Space: The relationship between a landmark and adjacent 
open spaces after its alteration should be compatible with such relationship prior to such alteration. 
The relationship between a structure or building and adjacent open spaces after alteration within an 
historic district should be compatible with the relationship between surrounding structures, buildings 
and adjacent open spaces within such historic district. 

3. Relationship Among Height, Width And Scale: The relationship among the height, width, and scale of 
a landmark after alteration should be compatible with such relationship prior to such alteration. The 
relationship among height, width, and scale of a structure or building after an alteration within an 
historic district should be compatible with the relationship among height, width, and scale of 
surrounding structures and buildings within such historic district. 

4. Directional Expression: The directional expressions of a landmark after alteration, whether its vertical 
or horizontal positioning, should be compatible with the directional expression of the original 
landmark. The directional expression of a structure or building after alteration within an historic 
district should be compatible with the directional expression of surrounding structures and buildings 
within such historic district. 

5. Roof Shape: The roof shape of a landmark after alteration should be compatible with the roof shape 
of the original landmark. The roof shape of a structure, building, or object after alteration within an 
historic district should be compatible with the roof shape of surrounding structures and buildings 
within such historic district. 

6. Architectural Details, General Designs, Materials, Textures, And Colors: The architectural details, 
general design, materials, textures, and colors of a landmark after alteration should be compatible 
with the architectural details, general design, materials, textures, and colors of the original landmark. 
The architectural details, general design, materials, textures, and colors of a structure or building 
after alteration within an historic district should be compatible with the architectural details, general 
design, materials, textures, and colors of surrounding structures and buildings within such historic 
district. 

7. Landscape And Appurtenances: The landscape and appurtenances, including without limitation 
signs, fences, accessory structures, and pavings, of a landmark after alteration should be compatible 
with the landscape and appurtenances of the original landmark. The landscape and appurtenances 
of a structure or building after alteration within an historic district should be compatible with the 
landscape and appurtenances of surrounding structures and buildings within such historic district. 

8. Construction: New construction in an historic district should be compatible with the architectural 
styles, design standards and streetscapes within such historic districts. 
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